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We perform molecular dynamics �MD� simulations using the extended simple-point-charge �SPC/E� model
for water to study the structural relaxation through the glass transition region. We follow the same standard
protocol used in differential scanning calorimetry experiments. Specifically, we cool liquid configurations at
different cooling rates to produce a glass, and then we heat the glass back to the liquid state. We also study
aging effects in the glass before heating. We find that MD simulations can reproduce the phenomenology
observed in experiments. We review the Tool-Narayanaswamy-Moynihan �TNM� phenomenological approach,
introduced to describe the behavior of the specific heat upon heating glass to the liquid phase. The TNM
approach requires, as an ansatz, an expression for the temperature dependence of the relaxation time. We
compare the simulation results with the prediction of the TNM approach supplemented with two well-known
expressions for the relaxation time: the Narayanaswamy-Moynihan �NM� and the Adam-Gibbs-Scherer �AGS�
expressions. We find that, in the case of slow cooling rates, our simulations are well represented by the TNM
approach, but only if the AGS expression is adopted. We also find that the TNM approach fails in the case of
fast cooling rates for both NM and AGS expressions. Several attempts to provide more freedom to the fitting
procedure by allowing the fitting parameters to depend on temperature, cooling, and/or heating rates do not
improve the agreement between the simulation data and the TNM predictions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Liquids crystallize upon cooling. However, in some ma-
terials, the liquid can be cooled to a metastable state down to
a temperature T so that the characteristic time becomes much
larger than typical slow experimental time scales �100 s�. In
these cases, the system is arrested in a disordered configura-
tion called the glass state �1–3�. The formation of the glass
state prevents the crystallization of the system. Convention-
ally, the glass transition temperature Tg is identified as the
T at which the characteristic time scales are of the order of
100 s.

In the glass state, the system is trapped in an out-of-
equilibrium configuration. Glasses are thus characterized by
extremely slow phenomena, expressing the attempt of the
system to reach equilibrium through the rearrangement of the
molecular structure. This relaxation is called “structural re-
laxation” �4,5�. Structural relaxation takes place when the
glass is cooled, heated, or kept at a finite temperature below
Tg �6–9�. The isothermal evolution of the system driven by
structural relaxation is also known as “aging” or “annealing.”

Differential scanning calorimetry �DSC� �5� is a widely
used technique for studying structural relaxation. In these
experiments, a liquid is cooled below Tg and the specific heat
is measured upon heating the glass back to the liquid phase.
Typical cooling and heating rates are found in the range of
1–105 K/s. The behavior of the specific heat upon heating
changes dramatically with the glass history. For example,
depending on the cooling and/or heating rate used in the
experiment, an exothermic or endothermic peak in the spe-
cific heat preceding the glass transition can be observed

�10–12�. The effects on the DSC measurements of the cool-
ing and heating rates have been studied in many
substances—e.g., 5-phenyl-4-ether �10�, poly�vinyl chloride�
�11�, poly�vinyl Acetate� �13�, polystyrene �14�, B2O3 �15�,
inorganic glasses �16�, and, more recently, in computer simu-
lations �17�. Furthermore, Hodge and Berens have shown
that aging in the glass state �6,7� drastically changes the be-
havior of the specific heat upon heating. The phenomenology
associated with these experiments is very rich and well docu-
mented �see, e.g., Refs. �4,5��.

Few analytical approaches �18� have been proposed to
describe structural relaxation through the glass transition re-
gion. In particular, the phenomenological Tool-
Narayanaswamy-Moynihan �TNM� approach �10,19,20� has
been widely used to interpret experimental data. This ap-
proach depends on a few fitting parameters obtained from
experiments and requires an ansatz for the T dependence of
the relaxation time of the system. The most common expres-
sions for the relaxation time are the Narayanaswamy-
Moynihan �NM� �10,20� and the Adam-Gibbs-Scherer
�AGS� expressions �21,22�. The predictions of the TNM ap-
proach have been tested in many experiments for different
cooling and heating rates �see e.g., Refs. �5,10,23,24��. A
successful extension of the TNM approach has been pro-
posed by Hodge and co-workers to predict the effects of
aging in polymer samples �7,14,25�. In this work, we extend
the application of the TNM approach to describe results from
molecular dynamics �MD� simulations of water across Tg
with different thermal histories.

This work is an extension and continuation of a prelimi-
nary report �17� and is organized as follows. In Sec. II we
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provide simulation details. In Sec. III we review the TNM
approach and the numerical algorithm implemented to de-
scribe our simulation results. In Sec. IV we present our re-
sults. First, we show that the phenomenology associated with
the glass transition can be reproduced in MD simulations.
Then, we extensively test the TNM approach using both the
NM and the AGS expressions. We study different cooling
and heating thermal histories, as well as thermal histories
involving aging. We discuss the limitations of the TNM ap-
proach in Sec. V.

II. SIMULATIONS

We perform MD simulations for a system of N=216 mol-
ecules interacting with the extended simple-point-charge
�SPC/E� potential �26�, with periodic boundary conditions.
Interactions are cut at a distance of r=2.5� �� is defined in
the SPC/E potential� and reaction field corrections are added
to account for the long-range interactions. Quantities are av-
eraged over 32 independent trajectories obtained at a fixed
density �=1 g/cm3.

We perform three types of MD calculations: �i� cooling
runs at constant rate, starting from equilibrium �liquid� con-
figurations at T=300 K, �ii� heating runs at constant rate
�from glass configurations at 5 K�, and �iii� aging runs at
constant temperature �at 100 and 180 K, where a significant
aging dynamics is observed�.

We study cooling rates ranging from qc=−105 K/ns to
qc=−30 K/ns and a single heating rate of qh= +30 K/ns. An
averaged cooling-heating run with our slowest rate ±30 K/ns
requires a simulation lasting 320 ns, close to the maximum
possible by our method. On the other hand, cooling runs at a
rate of qc=−105 K/ns are the fastest we can simulate in or-
der to obtain reliable data. At every simulation time step the
thermostat temperature is increased by �T=q�t, where �t
=1 fs is the simulation time step and q is the cooling-heating
rate. The temperature is increased by rescaling the velocities
of the molecules. We control the temperature using the Ber-
endsen thermostat �27� with a relaxation constant of 0.1 ps.

III. TOOL-NARAYANASWAMY-MOYNIHAN
APPROACH

A. The approach

More than 30 years ago, Narayanaswamy �20� proposed a
phenomenological approach to describe the structural relax-
ation kinetics �i.e., the gradual approach of the properties of
the system to their equilibrium values� under any thermal
history defined by the time evolution of T. His approach
builds on Tool’s work �19�, who introduced the basic concept
of the fictive temperature Tf. Narayanaswamy’s approach
was adapted and extensively tested by Moynihan et al. �10�.
In the following we review the resulting TNM approach fol-
lowing the work of Moynihan et al. �10� �a more detailed
description can be found in Refs. �4,5,7,10��.

To begin, we introduce the concept of fictive temperature
Tf�T� in the context of constant volume cooling and heating
runs. To do this, we first discuss the T dependence of the
total energy of the system e�T� upon cooling and heating the

system across Tg �see Fig. 1�a��. A cooling-heating run with a
rate q=�T /�t can be thought of as a series of differential
temperature steps �T, each of which is followed by an iso-
thermal hold of �t=�T /q. During the initial stage of the
cooling shown in Fig. 1�a�, the T is high enough so that �t
���T�, where ��T� is the structural relaxation time of the
system. Under this condition, the system has time to relax to
equilibrium before T changes considerably. Consequently,
e�T� coincides with the energy of the system in equilibrium,
eeq�T�, as shown in Fig. 1�a�. At lower T, �t���T� and the
system is unable to reach equilibrium during the time �t.

FIG. 1. �a� Scheme showing the typical temperature dependence
of a macroscopic property, in this case the total energy e�T�, when
a liquid is slowly cooled to the glassy state and heated back to the
liquid phase �at a rate comparable to the cooling rate�. Upon cool-
ing, e�T� departs from the equilibrium liquid curve eeq�T� �long-
dashed line� at high T. Instead, on reheating, the e�T� curve over-
shoots the eeq�T� curve. The fictive temperature of the system Tf�T�,
when the bath temperature is T, can be obtained by the construction
shown in the figure �corresponding to the definition given in Eq.
�1��. The value of Tf�T� for T→0—i.e., when the system reaches
the glassy state—is denoted by Tf�. �b� Typical behavior of the spe-
cific heat CV�T� upon heating a slow-cooled glass, calculated by
differentiating e�T� in �a�. The glass transition temperature Tg,
which can be defined graphically by intersecting the two dashed
lines in the figure, is followed by a peak in CV�T�. CV

gl and CV
eq

denotes the specific heat when the system is in the glassy state and
the equilibrium liquid phase, respectively. These two quantities may
depend on temperature �in the case of experiments at constant P,
the specific heat in the glassy state can have a strong T dependence
and goes to zero at T=0�.
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Therefore, upon cooling at low T, e�T� deviates from eeq�T�.
On reheating the glass back to the liquid phase, e�T� evolves
along a different path than the one followed upon cooling
and, for similar cooling and heating rates, e�T� “overshoots”
the equilibrium curve eeq�T� �see Fig. 1�a��. Such an overshot
is responsible for the peak in the specific heat, CV�T�, char-
acterizing the glass transition upon heating. Figure 1�b�
shows the corresponding behavior of CV�T� upon heating the
glass. The specific heat in the glass state, CV

gl�T�, is usually
weakly T dependent. At high T, CV�T� approaches the equi-
librium liquid specific heat CV

eq�T�.
Figure 1�a� shows the construction used to define Tf�T�

�10�. This construction corresponds to the following implicit
definition of Tf�T� �28�:

eeq�Tf� = e�T� + �
T

Tf

CV
gl�T�dT . �1�

Here eeq�Tf� is the energy of the system in the equilibrium
liquid phase at temperature Tf, CV

gl�T� denotes the specific
heat of the system in the glass state at T or its extrapolation
at temperature T, and Tf is the temperature at which the
equilibrium liquid would have the same energy as the glass
found at T, once it is heated up to Tf. Note that Eq. �1�
accounts for a possible T dependence of CV

gl�T�. An equiva-
lent definition for Tf�T� to that given in Eq. �1� can be ob-
tained by differentiating both sides of Eq. �1� with respect to
T. Thus, we find that

dTf

dT
=

CV�T� − CV
gl�T�

CV
eq�Tf� − CV

gl�Tf�
, �2�

where CV�T�� (�e�T� /�T)v is the out-of-equilibrium specific
heat and CV

eq�Tf� is the specific heat in the equilibrium liquid
phase at Tf �or its extrapolation at Tf�.

Equations �1� and �2� relate an observable, eeq�T� or
CV�T�, with Tf�T�. The physical meaning of Tf is that Tf�T�
−T measures �in T units� how far the system is from equi-
librium when the bath temperature is T. The TNM approach
allows the prediction of the functional dependence of Tf�T�
for any arbitrary thermal history T�t�; it also predicts the
behavior of e�T� and CV�T� by using Eqs. �1� and �2�.

Next we review the expression for Tf�T� proposed by the
TNM approach. There are three different cases depending on
the complexity of T�t�.

�i� The bath temperature T�t� is suddenly changed at t
= t0 by a small amount �T from an equilibrium state with a
temperature T0. In this case, Tf�t� can always be expressed as

Tf�t� � To + �T�1 − ��t0,t�� , �3�

where ��t0 , t� is the “response function” of the system. For a
system with an instantaneous response, ��t0 , t�=1−	�t− t0�,
where 	�x� is the Heaviside function �	�x�=1 for x�0 and
	�x�=0 for x
0�. In the case of structural relaxation, ��t0 , t�
can be approximated by a Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts
�KWW� or stretched exponential function �29�

��t0,t� = �exp�− 	 t − t0

�

�� if t � t0,

1 otherwise.
� �4�

Here, 0��
1 is the stretching exponent and � is the relax-
ation time. It is found that ��1 in supercooled liquids and
glasses, implying that the relaxation is nonexponential.

�ii� The bath temperature T�t� is suddenly changed at t
= t0 by a large amount �T from an equilibrium state with a
temperature T0. Gardon and Narayanaswamy �20� showed
that when �T is not small, the relaxation is not only nonex-
ponential, but also nonlinear; i.e., � in Eq. �3� also depends
on Tf�T�. Gardon and Narayanaswamy �20� proposed that for
large �T the response function can be expressed as

��t0,t� = �exp�− 	�
t0

t dt�

�„T�t��,Tf�t��…

�� if t � t0,

1 otherwise,
�
�5�

and

�„T�t��,Tf�t��… = A exp� x�h*

RT�t��
+

�1 − x��h*

RTf�t��
� . �6�

Here 0
x
1, �h* and A are constants, and R is the ideal
gas constant. We refer to Eq. �6� as the Narayanaswamy-
Moynihan expression. We note that for �T→0, one expects
that ��T ,Tf���T0�=A exp��h* /RT0�const. Thus, Eq. �5�
reduces to Eq. �4�.

�iii� The bath temperature T�t� changes arbitrarily with
time. In this case, the evolution of Tf under an arbitrary per-
turbation T�t� cannot be described by a simple expression
such as Eq. �3�. Instead, the TNM approach proposes that

Tf�t� = To + �
T0

T

dT��1 − ��t�,t�� , �7�

where � is given by Eq. �5� and t� inside the integral is the
time at which the bath temperature is T�. In other words, Eq.
�7� implies that the evolution of Tf with time is due to the
linear superposition of infinitesimal perturbations dT� that
occur at times t� �each one producing the same response of
the form given by Eqs. �3� and �5��. When the time depen-
dence of T is characterized by a finite cooling-heating rate
�i.e., no isothermal aging�, then one can express it as dt
=dT /q�t�. Therefore, introducing Eq. �5� into Eq. �7� we ob-
tain the final TNM expression

Tf�t� = To + �
T0

T

dT��1 − exp�− 	�
T�

T dT�

q�T����T�,Tf�

��� .

�8�

The TNM approach with the relaxation time provided by Eq.
�6� has been successfully applied to many systems
�10,11,13–15�. However, due to the lack of a firm theoretical
justification for Eq. �6�, other expressions for ��T ,Tf� have
been proposed. Scherer �22� proposed an expression for
��T ,Tf� based on the Adam-Gibbs �21� expression, where he
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assumed that the configurational entropy Sc is a function of
Tf—i.e.,

�„T�t��,Tf… = A exp� EA

Sc�Tf�T�t��
� , �9�

with

Sc�T� = �
TK

T �C

T
dT . �10�

Here TK is the Kauzmann temperature �2� and �C is the
difference between the specific heat capacities of the liquid
and glass. We refer to Eq. �9� as the Adam-Gibbs-Scherer
expression.

We note that the TNM approach with the NM expression
requires four fitting parameters �A ,x ,�h*, and ��. Similarly,
the TNM approach complemented by the AGS expression
requires four parameters �A ,EA ,TK, and ��. However, in
computer simulations Sc�T� and therefore TK can be calcu-
lated independently �30–32�, reducing the number of fitting
parameters when using the AGS expression from four to
three �A ,EA, and ��.

B. Implementation of the TNM approach and its fitting
parameters

Next, we discuss how to apply the TNM approach to de-
scribe structural relaxation and how to obtain the fitting pa-
rameters from MD simulations. This procedure follows the
one employed by Hodge and Berens in their analysis of ex-
perimental data �7�. The fitting parameters in the TNM ap-
proach are system dependent and estimated from preliminary
experiments and simulations. To calculate these parameters it
is necessary to discretize the time variable in the equations
described above—in particular, Eqs. �1�, �6�, �8�, and �9�.
Equation �8� can be rewritten as

Tf ,n = To + �
j=1

n

�Tj�1 − exp�− 	�
k=j

n
�Tk

qk�k

��� , �11�

where T�t�→Tn and n is the number of sampling points. The
NM and AGS expressions for � in Eqs. �6� and �9� can be
rewritten as

�k = A exp� x�h*

RTk
+

�1 − x��h*

RTf ,k−1
� , �12�

�k = A exp� EA

Sc�Tf ,k−1�Tk
� . �13�

To discretize Eq. �1�, we first approximate CV
gl�T�a0T+b0

�22,33�. Therefore, Eq. �1� can be rewritten as

e�Tn� −
a0

2
T2 − b0T = eeq�Tf ,n� −

a0

2
Tf ,n

2 − b0Tf ,n. �14�

We use the following procedure to find the fitting parameters.
�i� Evaluate e�Tn� for all n from MD simulations for a

given thermal history T�t�.
�ii� Choose the parameters �A ,x ,�h*, and �� when using

the NM expression for �k, or �A ,EA, and �� when using the
AGS expression. In the last case, we do not need to use TK as
a fourth fitting parameter because Sc�T� for the SPC/E model
has been previously calculated �31�.

�iii� Predict the values of Tf ,n for all n using Eq. �11� and
Eq. �12� and �13�.

�iv� Use the Tf ,n values calculated in point �iii� together
with the known T dependence of the equilibrium energy to
evaluate the “error function” �34,35�

� = �
n

��e�Tn� − a0/2T2 − b0T� − �eeq�Tf ,n� − a0/2Tf ,n
2

− b0Tf ,n��2�Tn �15�

based on Eq. �14�.
�v� Iterate steps �ii�–�iv� until � reaches the minimum in

the fitting parameters space.
The fitting parameters in the TNM approach are indepen-

dent of the thermal history T�t�. In other words, for any T�t�,
Eqs. �11� �together with Eqs. �12� and �13�� and �14� should
predict the measured �or simulated� CV�T� �or equivalently
e�T�� with the same set of fitting parameters. Therefore, to
perform a proper test of the TNM approach, we will calcu-
late the fitting parameters for different thermal histories.
From the scatter in the set of parameters, an estimate of the
performance of the TNM approach can be obtained.

IV. RESULTS

A. Phenomenology of the glass transition from MD
simulations

In this section we show how computer simulations repro-
duce the features characteristic of the DSC experimental re-
sults. MD simulations can thus be used to study the glass
transition even if the simulation time scales are 109 times
smaller than those typically studied experimentally.

Differential scanning calorimetry is a standard experimen-
tal technique for studying the glass transition. In these ex-
periments, the equilibrium liquid is cooled down to the glass
state with a small cooling rate qc�dT /dt �typically �qc�
1–100 K/s �29��. The glass is then slowly heated back up
to the liquid phase with a heating rate qh. These experiments
are performed at a constant pressure and the isobaric specific
heat CP�T� is measured upon heating. The typical behavior
of CP�T� for qh−qc is similar to the schematic behavior of
CV�T� indicated in Fig. 1�b�. We note that the specific heat in
the glass and in the equilibrium liquid phase may be T de-
pendent.

MD simulations reproduce the glass transition phenom-
enology discussed above. To show this, we quench the equi-
librium liquid configurations at a constant volume from T
=300 K down to T0 at a constant cooling rate of qc=
−30 K/ns and then heat the glass back to the liquid phase at
a constant heating rate of qh=−qc= +30 K/ns. The CV�T� for
the �−30/ +30� trajectory �i.e., qc=−30 K/ns and qh

=30 K/ns� is shown in Fig. 2�a� and is similar to the scheme
shown in Fig. 1�b�. However, CV�T� in Fig. 2�a� shows a
strong T dependence at high T. Specifically, we find that
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CV
eq�T� decreases as T increases. We note that a decrease of

CV
eq�T� with T also seems to occur in real water above 40 °C

�36�. We also note that Fig. 2�a� shows that Tg188 K for
the �qc /qh�= �−30/ +30� temperature profile.

Figure 2�b� shows e�T� upon cooling equilibrium liquid
configurations to the glass state at different qc. Correspond-

ing with experiments, we find that the higher the �qc�, the
higher the T at which e�T� deviates from the equilibrium
liquid energy eeq�T� �indicated by circle symbols in the fig-
ure� and the final value of e�T� in the glass state. Figure 2�c�
shows e�T� when the system is cooled at qc=−30 K/ns and
the glass is heated back to the liquid phase at qh=−qc=
+30 K/ns. Upon cooling, e�T� departs from the equilibrium
liquid curve eeq�T� at high T. On reheating, the e�T� curve
overshoots the eeq�T� curve. This agrees with experiments �as
indicated schematically in Fig. 1�a��. Furthermore, Fig. 2�c�
shows that e�T� upon cooling at qc=−30 K/ns and heating at
qh=−qc=30 K/ns coincides with eeq�T� for approximately
T�230 K. This is because, for T�230 K, the relaxation
time of the system becomes comparable to the cooling-
heating time scale given by 1 K/qh=1 K/ �qc� and the system
always has time to reach equilibrium before T changes con-
siderably.

Figure 3 shows the effects of qc on CV�T� upon heating
the glass. We show CV�T� when heating two different
glasses: the “slow-quenched glass” �SQG� obtained with a
small cooling rate qc=−30 K/ns and the “fast-quenched
glass” �FQG� obtained with a much larger cooling rate qc=
−104 K/ns. DSC upscannings from SQG and FQG have
been recently studied �16,37,38�. A characteristic feature dur-
ing slow upscannings of FQG is the development of a valley
in CV�T� for T�Tg �see, e.g., �39��. The presence of this
valley is related to the structural relaxation which manifests
itself in the exploration of deeper and deeper basins in the
potential energy landscape �9�. Results shown in Fig. 3 are
very similar to those found for soda-lime-silicate glass fibers
�37�, basalt glasses �39�, and propylene glycol �40�.

Annealing below Tg is crucial in determining the glass
transition temperature from DSC experiments, particularly
for FQG. Annealing the FQG before upscanning can modify
the shape of the valley in CV�T� upon heating �39� or it can
produce a prepeak in CV�T� before the glass transition �11�.
We age our FQG at Tage=180 K for different times 0� tage

20 ns �see Fig. 4�. Results obtained for Tage=100 K have

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Specific heat CV�T� obtained upon
heating the slow-quenched glass SQG �the glass obtained with a
cooling rate qc=−30 K/ns� at a rate of qh=30 K/ns. Comparison
with Fig. 1�b� shows a weak T dependence of CV

gl�T� �33� but a
strong T dependence of CV

eq�T�. The glass transition temperature Tg

is also indicated. �b� Energy e�T� obtained upon cooling liquid con-
figurations at cooling rates qc=−30,−102 ,−103 ,−104, and
−105 K/ns. The larger the �qc�, the higher the e�T� is at the glass
state and the higher the T at which e�T� departs from the equilib-
rium values. �c� e�T� upon cooling and heating in the �−30/ +30�
run. In agreement with experiments �see also Fig. 1�a��, the system
reaches equilibrium upon heating at a T higher than the T at which
it departs from equilibrium upon cooling.

FIG. 3. Specific heat CV�T� upon heating different glasses. The
slow-quenched glass �SQG� is generated by cooling liquid configu-
rations at qc=−30 K/ns while the fast-quenched glass �FQG� is
generated with qc=−104 K/ns. A valley in CV�T� develops upon
heating the FQG at qh=30 K/ns, in agreement with experimental
results.
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been reported in Ref. �17�. At both Tage=100 K and Tage
=180 K, we see that aging reduces the valley in CV�T� and
that, as tage increases, the curve of CV�T� evolves to the curve
obtained for the SQG in Fig. 3. As expected, a comparison of
CV�T� in Fig. 4 and in Fig. 2�a� of Ref. �17� shows that the
relaxation at Tage=180 K is much faster than it is at Tage
=100 K. After aging for tage=20 ns at Tage=100 K we still
find a valley in CV�T� while it already disappears at Tage

=180 K. It is interesting to note that Fig. 4 shows no sign of
the “shadow glass transition” at Tage=180 K �i.e., there is no
prepeak in CV�T� for T�Tg� that is found at Tage=100 K
�17�. However, as tage increases we observe the formation of
a small and smooth maximum at tage=20 ps within the valley
at T150 K. This smooth maximum seems to move to
higher T for tage=2 ns and finally appears as a peak super-
posed on the “glass-transition peak” at T250 K. Some of
the features observed in Fig. 4 are also observed in experi-
ments. For example, it is reported in Ref. �11� that measure-
ments of specific heat after aging samples of PVC at Tage
=60 °C show the presence of a prepeak below Tg. Moreover,
this prepeak moves to higher T as tage increases and finally
overlaps the “glass-transition peak” for long tage �39�.

B. Narayanaswamy-Moynihan and Adam-Gibbs-Scherer
expressions for the relaxation time

In this section, we compare the TNM approach predic-
tions with our simulations using both the NM and AGS ex-
pressions. Figure 5 shows CV�T� obtained upon heating the
SQG in the �−30/ +30� run. We also show the corresponding
predictions of the TNM approach using both the NM and
AGS expressions. Both the NM and AGS expressions give
satisfactory results. The parameters are given in Table I.

The TNM approach with the AGS and NM expressions
provides approximate expressions to calculate the qc depen-
dence of Tf�, defined as the fictive temperature in the glass
state �see Fig. 1�a��. Scherer �22� analyzed the experimental
data and the TNM approach with the AGS expression to
show that for T=Tf�,

ln�qc� � ln ��T = Tf�� � −
EA

Tf�Sc�Tf��
. �16�

An equivalent expression has been presented by Moynihan et
al. �41,42� for the TNM approach with the NM expression

ln�qc� � ln ��T = Tf�� � −
�h*

RTf�
. �17�

Scherer also found �22� that for small �qc�, both expressions
give similar results but that the AGS is better for large �qc�
�i.e., for relaxation far from equilibrium�. A quantitative re-
lationship between the AGS and NM parameters can be ob-
tained �see, e.g., Ref. �24��.

We evaluate Tf��qc� to test the consistency of the fitting
parameters found upon heating in the �−30/ +30� run. Figure
6 shows Tf��qc� from MD simulations and the prediction of
Eq. �16� for the AGS expression �dotted line� �43�. We use
EA=27626 J /mol—i.e., the value obtained with the TNM
approach for the �−30/ +30�T trajectory. The agreement be-
tween the data from our simulations for Tf��qc� and the pre-
diction in Eq. �16� is very good and shows that the param-
eters found with the AGS expression are consistent with the
TNM approach.

The inset of Fig. 6 shows the results from MD simulations
and the predictions of Eq. �17� for the NM expression. Equa-
tion �17� can be approximately satisfied only when reducing
the range of the �qc� values by eliminating the point corre-
sponding to �qc�=105 K/ns. The resulting fit shown in the
inset of Fig. 6 suggests that �h* /R=12 155 K for �qc�

104 K/ns while consistency with the TNM fitting param-
eters obtained from the �−30/ +30� run �see Table I� requires
�h* /R=4632 K. The disagreement is considerable, suggest-
ing that the parameters found with the NM expression are
inconsistent with the TNM prediction.

Because the NM expression fails to describe the behavior
of Tf��qc� �Eq. �17�� and since the AGS expression requires

FIG. 4. �Color online� Specific heat upon heating the fast-
quenched glass �FQG� after aging at Tage=180 K for different aging
times tage. As tage increases, the valley in CV�T� disappears and
values of CV�T� approach the corresponding values obtained upon
heating the slow-quenched glass �SQG�.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Specific heat upon heating the SQG at
qh=−qc= +30 K/ns. We show the results from simulations and the
predictions of the TNM approach using both the Narayanaswamy-
Moynihan �NM� and the Adam-Gibbs-Scherer �AGS� expressions
for the relaxation time. Both expressions predict the correct behav-
ior of CV�T�. The corresponding fitting parameters are reported in
Table I.
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only three fitting parameters �instead of four for the NM
expression�, we conclude that the AGS expression is better
suited to describe our results from simulations. Furthermore,
the AGS also has the advantage of the source of nonlinear
behavior below Tg being identified with the quantity Sc�T�
measured at equilibrium.

C. Fast-quenched glasses and the TNM approach

Figure 7 shows the predictions of the TNM approach
while heating the FQG in the �−104/ +30� run. The param-
eters are those corresponding to the best fit of e�T� upon
heating in the �−30/ +30� run. Clearly, Fig. 7 shows that both

the NM and AGS expressions give unsatisfactory results for
e�T� and CV�T�.

We apply the TNM approach to the �−104/ +30� run and
find the best fitting parameters to be those that describe the
result from simulations upon heating. The fitting parameters
are reported in Table I. From Table I we note that the best
fitting parameters �using both the NM and AGS expressions�
corresponding to the �−104/ +30� run differ considerably
from those corresponding to the �−30/ +30� run. These dif-
ferences are sharper for the NM expression. In Fig. 8 we
compare the predictions of the TNM approach using the pa-
rameters from the �−104/ +30� run with the results from
simulations. The TNM predictions for e�T� improve consid-
erably. However, the TNM predictions for CV�T� are still off.
This suggests that the TNM approach either with the NM or
AGS expression fails to predict the behavior of CV�T� during
the upscannings of FQG. Experiments show the same inabil-
ity of the TNM approach to describe relaxation involving
FQG �5,23,37,44�; i.e., the TNM approach is not able to
reproduce results in slow heatings of FQG across Tg.

Next we show that the deficiency of the TNM approach in
describing the relaxation of FQG builds up during the prepa-

TABLE I. Best fitting parameters obtained for the TNM approach with the NM expression �top� and the
AGS expression �bottom� for the relaxation time. In both cases, the values of the parameters agree with
typical values obtained in experiments �e.g., see �5,24��. The error function �, defined in Eq. �15�, is also
indicated.

�qc /qh��K/ns� −ln�A /ns� � x �h* /R �K� �

�−30/ +30� 22.36 0.525 0.635 4632 0.017

�−104/ +30� 52.79 0.734 0.083 11465 0.848

�qc /qh��K/ns� −ln�A /ns� � EA�J /mol� �

�−30/ +30� 9.86 0.519 27626 0.010

�−104/ +30� 11.35 0.437 26550 2.325

FIG. 6. Fictive temperature of the glass Tf��qc� �43� �defined
schematically in Fig. 1�a�� after cooling the liquid at different cool-
ing rates qc. The dotted line is the functional proposed by Scherer
�Eq. �16�� using the AGS expression. In Eq. �16� we use EA

=27 626 J /mol—i.e., the value that gives the best fit of e�T� with
the TNM approach in the �−30/ +30� run. The data from simula-
tions fully agree with the prediction of Scherer for Tf��qc�. Inset: the
TNM approach with the NM expression predicts a linear relation
between 1/Tf� and ln�qc�. The dashed line is the interpolation of the
data from simulation, where we eliminate the point for �qc�
=105 K/ns �see text�. The long-dashed line is the expected relation-
ship between 1/Tf� and ln�qc� �Eq. �17�� predicted by the TNM
approach with the NM expression �the fitting parameters are those
from the �−30/ +30� run given in Table I�. Results obtained with the
NM expression are inconsistent with the relationship between 1/Tf�
and �qc� as predicted by the TNM approach �Eq. �16��.

FIG. 7. �Color online� Heating of the FQG predicted by the
TNM approach using both the NM �Eq. �12�� and the AGS �Eq.
�13�� expressions for the relaxation time. The same fitting param-
eters as in Fig. 5 are used—i.e., those obtained from the best fitting
of e�T� using the TNM approach in the �−30/ +30� run �see Table
I�. The disagreement between the TNM approach and the simula-
tion is evident.
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ration of the glass—i.e., during the cooling process of the
liquid. To do so, we investigate the predictions of the TNM
approach for e�T� when cooling the liquid at different rates
qc. The fitting parameters are those obtained from the
�−30/ +30� run �see Table I�. In Fig. 9, we compare the re-
sults from simulations with the predictions of the TNM ap-
proach using the AGS expression �we obtain similar results
using the NM expression�. As expected, the TNM approach
gives a good prediction for qc=−30 K/ns. However, as �qc�
increases, the predicted values of e�T� are higher than the
corresponding values obtained from simulations. The devia-

tions are larger for increasing values of �qc�. This means that
both the NM and AGS expressions overestimate the value of
��T ,Tf� when using the parameters obtained from the
�−30/ +30� run; i.e., the TNM approach predicts that the sys-
tem relaxes to equilibrium much slower than it does.

D. Attempts to extend the TNM approach to fast-quenched
glasses

1. Fitting parameters depending on qc and qh

Next, we discuss possible modifications for improving the
TNM approach in order to describe the structural relaxation
upon heating the FQG. In Fig. 9 we show that there are
discrepancies between the predictions of the TNM approach
and simulations and that the differences increase as �qc� in-
creases. This suggests that the fitting parameters might de-
pend on the cooling and/or heating rate. Therefore, one could
assume that the fitting parameters depend �i� on only the
cooling rate or �ii� on both the cooling and heating rates. To
explore these ideas we will restrict the discussion to the AGS
expression because, as we find in Sec. IV B �see also Fig. 6�,
the NM expression is not well suited for describing our re-
sults from simulations.

�i� Figure 10 shows the best fit of e�T� when applying the
TNM approach. The TNM predictions fully agree with the
results from simulations. We find that allowing only � and A
to depend on qc is sufficient for good results upon cooling;
i.e., there is no need to assume that EA=EA�qc�. The fitting
parameters are given in Table II. We observe that ln�A�
const while � shows a clear logarithmic dependence on qc
�see the inset of Fig. 10�.

We note that for the fastest cooling rate we obtain �
=0.716, which is close to the value �0.7, obtained in equi-

FIG. 8. �Color online� Comparison of the simulation results for
�a� the energy and �b� the specific heat upon heating the FQG with
the best fit prediction of the TNM approach �with both the NM and
AGS expressions�. Fitting parameters are reported in Table I. The
e�T� predictions of the TNM approach improve considerably with
respect to Fig. 7. However, there is still a noticeable disagreement
in CV�T�.

FIG. 9. �Color online� Temperature dependence of the energy
upon cooling the liquid toward the glass state at different cooling
rates qc. Symbols are the simulations results while lines are predic-
tions of the TNM approach using the AGS expression. Note that
curves for qc=−103 K/ns and qc=−104 K/ns have been shifted for
clarity by 7 kJ/mol and 14 kJ/mol, respectively. The same fitting
parameters used in Fig. 5 to fit the curves have been used. Predic-
tions of the TNM approach and simulations agree for qc=
−30 K/ns. However, deviations occur for �qc��30 K/ns. The dis-
crepancies become larger as �qc� increases.

FIG. 10. �Color online� Prediction of the T dependence of the
energy upon cooling the liquid toward the glass at different cooling
rates qc. Symbols refer to simulation data and lines correspond to
the predictions of the TNM approach using the AGS. The fitting
parameters are assumed to depend on qc and are fitted indepen-
dently �see Table II�. The only parameter that shows a strong de-
pendence on qc is the stretching exponent � �see inset�. Note that
for the fastest cooling rate �=0.716, which is close to the equilib-
rium value �0.7 �see arrow in inset� obtained in equilibrium
simulations from the density correlation function for small wave
vector. For slower cooling rates, �� ln�qc�.
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librium simulations from the density correlation function for
small wave vectors �45�. The stretching exponent � is usu-
ally interpreted as a measure of the width of the distribution
of relaxation times. This suggests that after cooling at our
largest cooling rate, the system “remembers” the starting
configuration and the distribution of relaxation times does
not change. For slower cooling rates, � decreases as �
� ln�qc�, indicating that the structural relaxation occurring
upon cooling changes the distribution of relaxation times.

Next, we test the TNM approach with e�T� obtained upon
heating in the �−104/ +30� run. We use the parameters ob-
tained for qc=−104 K/ns in Table II. The results can be ob-
served in Fig. 11 and are not as good as those shown in Fig.
5.

�ii� We also test the TNM approach by assuming that the
fitting parameters depend on both the cooling and heating
rates. In this case, we use the parameters for qc=
−104 K/ns given in Table II during the cooling part of the
�−104/ +30� run and those obtained for the �−30/ +30� run,
given in Table I, during the heating part of the �−104/ +30�

run. The results are unsatisfactory, as we can see in Fig. 11.
Therefore, these results suggests that the TNM approach can-
not be improved by assuming a cooling-heating rate depen-
dence of the fitting parameters.

2. Fitting parameters depending on T or Tf

Another plausible modification to the TNM approach is to
assume that the fitting parameters depend on T and/or Tf. In
fact, due to the good results obtained during cooling with
EA=const we will assume that EA does not depend on T
and/or Tf. Moreover, since ln�A� shows a very weak depen-
dence on qc for different cooling trajectories �see Table II�,
we also assume that ln�A� does not depend on T or Tf. This
implies that the only modification to the AGS expression we
can make is to allow �=�(T ,Tf�T�). Assuming that �
=�(T ,Tf�T�) or just �=��T� means that we are rejecting the
“thermorheological simplicity” hypothesis; i.e., we are as-
suming that the spectrum of relaxation times �23� changes
during the structural relaxation. We note that Lubchenko and
Wolynes �LW� �46� recently extended the random first-order
transition theory of supercooled liquids to treat aging phe-
nomena in nonequilibrium structural glasses. LW found that
the stretching exponent should be a function of T and
Tf—i.e., �=�(T ,Tf�T�). Due to the good fitting of e�T� ob-
tained with the TNM approach upon cooling at qc=
−104 K/ns using �=0.359, we will assume that � depends
appreciably on T only upon heating and that the initial value
before heating is �=0.359. In summary, we assume that EA
=27 626 J /mol, ln�A /ns�=−11.36, and �=0.359 during the
cooling part of the trajectory and �=��T� during the heating
part �47�.

Figure 12 shows �a� e�T� and �b� CV�T� obtained with the
best fitting of �=��T� to e�T� in the �−104/ +30� run. The
prediction of the TNM approach for e�T� agrees with simu-
lations only up to T140 K. The effect of these deviations
in e�T� is very strong in CV�T�. Evidently, assuming that �
=��T� does not solve the problems of the TNM approach for
heatings of the FQG.

Figure 13 shows �a� ��T�, �b� ��T� �from Eq. �13��, and
�c� Tf�T� �from Eq. �11��. For T�60 K we find that ��T�
const and ��T��1 s, which implies that the system is prac-
tically unable to relax for simulation time scales. This is
confirmed in Fig. 13�c�, where we see that Tf�T�const for
T�50 K.

The AGS expression is acceptable up to T140 K �where
the prediction of the TNM approach for e�T� agrees with
simulations�, and we find that � is only weakly T dependent.
Beyond T140 K, ��T� decreases abruptly. Equation �5�
implies that the lower the value of � is, the slower the relax-
ation is. This suggests that the AGS expression at T
�140 K gives smaller values of � than those required by the
TNM approach if � was a constant. At T165 K we find
that ��T�=0. Indeed, the TNM approach with �=0 implies
that the response function �see Eq. �5�� is independent of �,
which has no physical sense. Furthermore, it is also assumed
in the KWW expression that 0��
1. This is probably why
the TNM approach fails above T140 K and why � shows
a strange behavior going from negative values to values

TABLE II. Best fitting parameters obtained with the TNM ap-
proach using the AGS expressions for the relaxation time. EA

=27 626 J /mol, the other fixed value, is obtained from the �−30/
+30� run. In this way, Eq. �16� is satisfied �see also Fig. 6�.

qc�K/ns� −ln�A /ns� �

−30 10.33 0.716

−102 10.67 0.64

−103 11.09 0.517

−104 11.16 0.359

FIG. 11. �Color online� �a� Energy and �b� specific heat upon
heating the FQG. The symbols correspond to simulation data. The
solid line is the prediction of the TNM approach with the AGS
expression using the same parameters as in Fig. 10 for the case
qc=−104 K/ns �Table II�. The long-dashed line corresponds to the
TNM prediction using the fitting parameters of the cooling run at
qc=−104 K/ns upon cooling and the fitting parameters of the �
−30/ +30� run �Table I� upon heating. In both cases, the results are
unsatisfactory.
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larger than 1. This is probably also the cause of the oscilla-
tions in CV�T� observed in Fig. 12�b�.

E. Aging the glass and the TNM approach

We study two other thermal histories and test the TNM
approach while aging the fast-quenched glass at Tage
=100 K and Tage=180 K—i.e., above and below
T=140 K—which is the T at which the TNM approach starts
to fail for the �−104/ +30� run. We repeat the procedure men-
tioned above and assume that �=��tage� �instead of �
=��T�� �48�. Figure 14�a� shows the evolution of e�tage�
while the fast-quenched glass is aged at Tage=100 K. We also
show the predictions of the TNM approach with the AGS
expression assuming that EA=27 626 kJ/mol and ln�A /ns�
=−11.36—i.e., the values found upon cooling the liquid at
qc=−104 K/ns �see Table II�. We show the case for �
=0.359 �the value obtained upon cooling at qc=−104 K/ns�
and the case for �=��tage�. Clearly, the results with �
=0.359 are unacceptable while when �=��tage� the TNM
approach provides a good fit of the numerical data at Tage
=100 K. This can be expected since Tage�140 K. The be-

haviors of ��tage�, ��tage�, and Tf�tage� are shown in Fig.
14�b�.

As tage increases, we find that ��tage� decreases suggesting
that the AGS expression gives smaller values of � than those
required by the TNM approach if ��tage�=0.359. This behav-
ior of ��tage� is consistent with the discussion in Sec. IV D 2,
where the importance of the T dependence of � is discussed.
Figure 14�b� shows that ��tage� increases with tage. This be-
havior of ��tage� might seem counterintuitive because � is
usually an increasing function of T and, in our case, T in-
creases from 0 K to 100 K at tage=0. The solution to this
puzzle is provided in Fig. 14�c� where we show Tf�tage�. We
see that Tf�tage=0�=230 K�Tage. This means that the sys-
tem during aging is relaxing from a typical structure corre-
sponding to T=230 K toward one corresponding to a lower
T. Therefore, � also evolves from ��T230 K� to ��T
�230 K�, meaning that it must increase during aging.

We show the results for Tage=180 K in Fig. 15. For com-
parison, we also show the case in which �=const=0.359.
The results in both cases are unsatisfactory. However, we
note that Fig. 15�a� suggests that the TNM approach could
possibly predict the MD results in the asymptotic limit of
tage. We cannot formulate any conclusion on this point be-
cause longer simulations would be needed.

FIG. 12. �Color online� Temperature dependence of �a� the en-
ergy and �b� the specific heat upon heating the FQG. The lines are
the predictions resulting from the TNM approach using the AGS
expression and assuming that the parameter � changes with T �pa-
rameters EA and ln�A� are fixed to the values reported in Table II for
qc=−104 K/ns�. The TNM approach gives reasonable results up to
T140 K, but deviations occur at higher temperatures.

FIG. 13. Temperature dependence of �a� the parameter ��T�
used in Fig. 12, �b� the relaxation time � predicted from the AGS
expression �Eq. �13��, and �c� the fictive temperature Tf �Eq. �11��.
Data above T=160 K �when ��T�=0� have no physical meaning.
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Similar to the case for Tage=100 K �Fig. 14�d��, at Tage
=180 K �Fig. 15�d�� we observe a monotonic decay of Tf,
indicating that the system is still relaxing to Tage from T
�Tage. The relaxation is faster at Tage=180 K, so the system
reaches lower Tf than at Tage=100 K. This means that, for a
given Tage, ��tage� reaches a larger value at Tage=180 K than
at Tage=100 K. The behavior of ��tage� in Fig. 15�b� is remi-
niscent of Fig. 13�a� where upon heating the fast-quenched
glass, �=��T�.

V. DISCUSSION

Presently available computational facilities allow us to
follow the dynamics of a model system over approximately
eight orders of magnitude of time or, equivalently, for ap-
proximately 108 integration time steps, offering the possibil-
ity of studying how the cooling rate affects the formation of

disordered arrested glass structures. Simulations allow us to
generate glasses with cooling rates differing by as much as a
factor of approximately 104. While the absolute rates in
simulations and experiments differ by several orders of mag-
nitude, simulations are able to reproduce the cooling-heating
rate dependence of the DSC experimental phenomenology.

In this paper we have described the simulated cooling and
heating DSC runs we have carried out using the SPC/E
model of water. We have shown that the T dependence of the
specific heat during cooling and heating runs, as well as the
cooling rate effects, can indeed be properly reproduced. The
agreement between the simulations and the experimental
data suggests that a detailed comparison of the numerical
data with the phenomenological TNM approach, the method
commonly used in the interpretation of the DSC measure-
ments, is possible. We have tested two different propositions
for the T and Tf dependence of the relaxation time: the NM
�Eq. �17�� and the AGS �Eq. �16�� expressions. We find that
for slow-cooled glasses the TNM-AGS approach provides a

FIG. 14. �Color online� �a� Aging time dependence of the energy
during aging the FQG at temperature Tage=100 K. The long-dashed
line is the prediction of the TNM approach using the AGS expres-
sion with the parameters obtained from the cooling run at qc=
−104 K/ns �Table II�. The solid line is the prediction of the TNM
approach when �=��tage�. At Tage=100 K, the TNM approach suc-
ceeds by �=��tage�. The corresponding aging time dependences of
the predicted �b� relaxation time �, �c� fitted ��tage�, and �d� pre-
dicted fictive temperature for �=��tage� are also shown.

FIG. 15. �Color online� Same as in Fig. 14, but with Tage

=180 K.
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consistent description of the numerical data. For fast-cooled
glasses, neither the TNM-AGS nor TNM-NM approach is
able to provide a description of the T dependence of the
specific heat. We have extended the TNM approach by as-
suming that the fitting parameters can depend on T and/or q.
For cooling runs, a q dependence of the stretching exponent
� results in an agreement between the TNM approach and
numerical data. However, we did not find any significant
improvement when fitting the cooling and heating runs.

Among the possible reasons for the failure of the TNM
approach are the use of �49� �i� the AGS or NM expression
for the relaxation time ��T ,Tf�, �ii� the expression of the
response function ��t� , t�, as given by the KWW expression
�Eq. �4��, and �iii� the superposition principle, by which the
evolution of Tf�T� is expressed as the sum of the differential
perturbations �T� occurred each at T� �see Eq. �7��.

Hypothesis �iii� is the weakest. Indeed, when we fit data
from the �−30/ +30� trajectory, we find that the TNM ap-

proach works. In this case, T−Tf�T� is small. However, when
fitting data from the �−104/ +30� run, T−Tf�T� can be as
large as 130 K �e.g., see Fig. 13�c��. Therefore it seems that
only when T−Tf�T� is small, and hence only when the linear
superposition principle is satisfied, does the TNM provide a
detailed description of the DSC data.

Our work suggests that present-day simulation techniques
can be successfully used to test the individual hypotheses
implicit in the TNM approach. Hence, simulations could, and
should, be used to improve the TNM approach. We hope that
results from future studies will provide a guide for a more
accurate modeling of DSC data.
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